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EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL

To: Chairman and Members of the Public Services 
Committee:
Cllrs Mrs Belsey, Mrs Bennett (Chairman), 
Dabell, Favor, Matthews, Mockford, Peacock, 
Mrs Russell and Wyan
Town Mayor and Deputy Town Mayor.(Vice 
Chair)
(Other distribution for information only)

Council Offices
East Court

College Lane
East Grinstead

RH19 3LT
Tel: (01342) 323636

Fax: (01342) 327823
towncouncil@eastgrinstead.gov.uk

Quorum is ¼ of the committee = 3 

3rd March 2017

Dear Councillor,

Your attendance is required at a meeting of the PUBLIC SERVICES COMMITTEE to be held 
in the Council Chamber, East Court on Thursday 9th March 2017 at 7.00 p.m. Where 
possible please clarify any points or raise questions with the Chairman or Clerk before the 
meeting to ensure an answer can be given.  Please note that the report to supplement the 
agenda has been emailed to your official town council email address (and is posted on the 
Town Council website). Please print and bring those papers to the meeting, should you have 
any difficulty please address this with the Clerk prior to the day of the meeting.

Yours faithfully,

Mrs J W Holden,
Town Clerk.

A G E N D A 

1 Public Question Time. The public are welcome to ask questions of the Committee on 
matters that are within the Committee’s remit. The question should not be a 
statement and it would be appreciated to be kept short, to maximise the time for 
other questions.   The Chairman will call the question from those who are indicating 
that they wish to speak.

2 To commence not later than 7.15p.m. - apologies for absence. 

3 To receive Minutes of the meetings held on 1st December 2016 and 19th January 
2017.

4 Chairman’s Update (information item only)

5 To receive Members Declarations of Interest.

6 Police Matters (Min 192 01.12.16)
To receive an update on police activity. The Delegated Decision is for noting. 

7 Gatwick Communications (Min 193 01.12.16)
Please refer to the written report, this is for Noting   

8 Recent Consultations (Min 194 01.12.16)
Please refer to the written report, this is for Noting 
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9 Car Parking – Mid Sussex DC (Min 196 01.12.16)
To consider the current usage of the MSDC car parks.

10 Availability of accommodation for the elderly in East Grinstead  

11 Young Persons services – Outset youth

12 Report from the Community Liasion Officer  

13 Dementia Friendly East Grinstead (Min 120 8.9.16)

14 West Sussex Fire and Rescue Service 

15 Any Other Urgent Business for Noting

The next meeting of the Committee will be held on Thursday 1st June 2017.
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EAST GRINSTEAD TOWN COUNCIL

To: Chairman and Members of the Public Services Committee (09.03.17)
(Other distribution for information only)

Agenda item 6: POLICING ISSUES IN EAST GRINSTEAD (Min 192 01.12.16)

Financial Year Crime stats as at 13/02/17: 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Total
E/G 101 127 153 147 117 115 122 126 124 104 46 128

2
B/H 149 186 171 214 152 122 172 133 141 139 53 163

2
H/H 159 150 151 174 115 146 117 114 153 106 50 143

5

Councillors are now provided with a four weekly breakdown by ward for the types of crime 
committed. The above are the totals with comparison for Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath. 

Current activity:
The monthly local JAG (Joint Action Group) meetings have been stopped by the Police and 
the Strategic JAG will now be quarterly. It will be monitored as to how this works but as the 
police structure no longer allows for the neighbourhood area teams but the unit acting as 
one there was too much duplication or difficulty in getting staff availability.   Communication 
and liaison remains good and will be monitored as staff change in order to preserve the 
working relationship between the partners. 

Stone Quarry partnership meeting 
Our Community Liaison Officer attended this and his report is as follows:  The Police 
advised that since the arrest of some youths on the Stone Quarry estate, things have 
improved considerably.
An identified area of concern was QVH where a different, older, group of youths were using 
QVH as a short cut, and making a nuisance of themselves. Following meetings with partner 
agencies and a direct police contact this seems to have been resolved.    

Sarah Howland from Stone Quarry Crew (SQC) advised 
 Their Xmas event had been very well attended and there is a positive buzz.
 The Community Room at St Luke’s is due to become available in February 2017, 

Sarah has via the Town Clerk and Nicky Dodds at Affinity Sutton made contact with 
the Church to discuss how this will work. Once this becomes available, Sarah has 
loads of plans for it including coffee mornings, a shop and lunches for older people.
She is also hoping to have drop ins for both younger and older people, with a plan 
to get them all talking together, thereby breaking down some of the barriers that 
exist.

 Currently there are only 7 people involved in the SQC. More are needed.
 The Football Academy is going very well, with approximately 14 children attending 

each event at Mount Noddy. Currently every Saturday, with funding available until 
end of August 2017.

Beth from Affinity Sutton (community worker) 
The Ready2Work (prep for return to employment for longer term unemployed people) 
course went very well, with 14 people attending. 13 completed the entire course; the 
other had to drop out as he was due to start a new job.
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MSDC – David Terry:
David advised that after considerable investigation, it has been decided that the Spring 
Copse site is not suitable for a MUGA. The site is not level, surrounded by protected 
Oaks, is very wet, and not well lit. They therefore felt that the site would not be well 
used, and a more appropriate location should be found. After much debate, MSDC 
agreed that they would look into just putting down a tarmac surface on the site. The 
group were disappointed in this development as it was felt the MUGA would have 
helped enormously.  This is being followed up by District Council representatives. 

Other matters 
Jonathan himself has witnessed youngsters smoking cannabis around the town and is 
in liaison with the police and the schools to take this forward.  He also witnessed a 
youngster handling a blade in a public area, reported this to police and an arrest was 
made.   

Agenda item 7: GATWICK AIRPORT COMMUNICATIONS (Min 193 01.12.16)

GATCOM 26 JANUARY 2017 
KEY MESSAGES AND OUTCOMES FROM MEETING 

The agenda and papers considered at the meeting are available on GATCOM’s website 
at http://www.gatcom.org.uk/agendas-and-minutes/ 
Noise Management Board 
• Significant progress has been made on taking forward the actions from the 

Independent Arrivals Review. 
• Work, involving the community groups, continued on defining the term “Fair and 

Equitable Distribution (FED)”. This term is highly complex to define but GATCOM 
hoped that once a definition has been agreed it could be commended for use by the 
DfT, CAA and others. 

• GATCOM reiterated its request that the NMB include the consideration of departures 
in its work programme for 2017-18. 

GATCOM agreed two recommendations from the GATCOM Steering Group as follows: 
• Continuous Improvement and Monitoring of Actions - GAL and the NMB be 

asked to consider the use of a reviewed Noise Action Plan incorporating all the 
actions being taken forward by GAL and the key parties, as comprehensive basis 
from which to monitor work, initiatives and actions on seeking the continuous 
improvement of the noise climate. 

• Runway Direction Protocol - given the very minimal benefit the protocol would 
bring and the serious concerns of those communities closest to the airport GATCOM 
did not support the adoption of the draft protocol. 

Night Flying Restrictions at Gatwick 
Following a request at the last meeting of GATCOM, GAL provided information on all air 
traffic movements during core night period 2300-0600 between 1 May and 31 August 
2016. These are available on the Gatwick Website.  
MedView Airlines 
Reference was made to the disturbance created by the regular off schedule MedView 
Airlines operation resulting in the airline, which used QC2 and QC4 aircraft, operating in 
the night period. GAL is addressing the matter with the airline and was asked to report 
on the airline’s performance at the next meeting of NATMAG. GAL will report back to 
GATCOM. 
AIRLINE MOVES PROJECT 
The airlines moves project which involved the consolidation of easyJet’s operation to 
the North Terminal, Virgin Atlantic Airways’ move to the North Terminal and British 
Airways’ move to the South Terminal had successfully taken place 23 to 26 January 
2017. GATCOM congratulated GAL on the meticulous planning involved over the past 
two years and commended the collaborative working with all the airlines, handling 
agents and other organisations/agencies. GATCOM’s Passenger Advisory Group was also 

at http://www.gatcom.org.uk/agendas
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thanked for its input to the project and for taking part in many of the trials leading up 
to the move. 
AIRPORT COMMENTARY 
The Chief Executive Officer’s commentary on activity and performance of Gatwick over 
the previous quarter was received.
Future Investment – Stewart Wingate reassured members that GAL’s investment 

levels are being maintained to match passenger volumes. Investment over the 
coming year is in the region of £242m which is the largest investment programme 
in the airport’s history. Provisional budgets for 2017-18 also indicated that capital 
investment is likely to be in the region of £275-£300m. The draft Capital 
Investment Programme (CIP) will be published soon for consultation with the 
airlines and the Passenger Advisory Group. The new CIP will contain growth 
forecasts and will address anticipated growth. 

• The new CIP will be presented to a future GATCOM meeting. 
• Reference was made to GIP’s majority share in GAL and the lifetime of the 

Investment Fund. Stewart Wingate advised that in December 2009 the then 
Chairman of GAL indicated to GATCOM that GIP’s ownership horizon was likely to be 
5-8 years. However, there were no plans at the current time for a GIP sale 
transaction. 

• New GAL Chairman - Sir David Higgins became Chairman of Gatwick Airport Limited 
on 1 January replacing Sir Roy McNulty who will remain on the GAL Board as Deputy 
Chairman. Sir David Higgins will be invited to attend a future meeting. 

• New Chief Planning Officer - Alastair McDermid, Airports Commission Director, GAL 
is stepping down from his current role as Airports Commission Director in February 
this year. GATCOM paid tribute to Alastair’s long association with Gatwick over the 
years and for the way in which he constructively engaged with wide range of 
interests on difficult and sensitive matters enabling them to contribute to GAL’s 
thinking and decision-making. 

• Tim Norwood, will join Gatwick’s Executive Management Board as Chief Planning 
Officer and will lead a review of Gatwick’s Masterplan. He will also lead Gatwick’s 
response to the Government’s Draft National Policy Statement and the Aviation 
Strategy review. 

• Traffic Growth - Gatwick has seen continued growth and achieved a 9.5% year on 
year increase resulting in Gatwick handling a record breaking 43 million passengers 
a year, a first for a single runway airport. The impact of growth on carbon emissions 
and climate change was highlighted. GAL will report on its carbon emissions and 
climate change work and targets through the “Decade of Change” Performance 
Report. The increased disturbance from aircraft noise and overflight was also 
highlighted. 

• New Routes – both long haul and short haul networks continue to grow with a new 
weekly Thomson service to Phu Quoc, new BA services for Fort Lauderdale, new Air 
Canada rouge services to Vancouver, new Ryanair services to Alicante and new 
EasyJet services to Granada and Varna. 

Core Service Standards – customer satisfaction scores continue to be met in all 
areas. On time departure performance is still below expectations but GAL is working 
with airlines and handling agents address this. 

• Boeing Maintenance Hangar – approval has been sought for an environmental 
impact screening opinion related to the construction of a maintenance hangar for 
Boeing. GAL was asked to ensure that as part of the planning approval process that 
assurances are given that construction vehicles will not be permitted to use the 
Povey Cross entrance of the airport. 

• Departure Route 4 – the monitoring period for the re-designed Route 4 came to an 
end on 26 November. GAL has provided all the data required to the CAA who will 
assess the results from the monitoring period and will make a decision on whether 
or not the re-designed route should be implemented on a permanent basis. GAL’s 
initial assessment is that the re-designed route achieved what it was required to do 
in that it has shown c.94% compliance in track keeping within the noise preferential 
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route (NPR) and has at the same time achieved a degree of dispersal around the 
route’s turn, something that was particularly requested by the local communities. 

• The overflight of Horley has been addressed by GAL and NATS and the number of 
overflights of Horley has reduced to 0.5% (14) in December. GAL continues to 
monitor the number of Horley overflights and will work with NATS to ensure the 
highest possible level of compliance. 

• Achieving traffic dispersal on the turn of route 4 was noted and GAL was asked 
whether dispersal could be achieved on the remainder of the route. The significant 
impact of the redesigned route on the parish of Salfords and Sidlow was highlighted 
as an example where dispersal of tracks could achieve benefits for those 
communities. GAL advised that the design of the turn, and varying weather, 
resulted in different aircraft types achieving different track results. It was not 
expected that a similar result could be achieved for aircraft flying in a straight line. 

Gatwick Area Community Trust (GACT) – grant applications were currently being 
invited with a closing date of 17 March. More details can be found on GACT’s 
website: http://www.gact.org.uk/ 

AIRPORT EXPANSION IN SOUTH EAST 
• GAL reported on its reaction to the Government’s announcement that its preferred 

option for a new runway was the Heathrow north-west runway. GAL is disappointed 
that the Government has not properly addressed all the issues that the various 
interested parties/organisations had raised in response to the Airports Commission’s 
Final Report particularly in relation to the traffic forecasts, the issue of connectivity 
and the interpretation of the economic benefits which GAL believed departed from 
the Government’s guidance on how to assess the economic benefits. 

• A coalition of London councils including Hillingdon, Richmond, Wandsworth and 
Windsor and Maidenhead together with Greenpeace had sought a Judicial Review on 
the failure of the Government to consult residents around Heathrow (the High Court 
challenge failed as there was provision in the Planning Act 2008 to challenge the 
Government’s decision within six weeks of the NPS being adopted). 

• GAL confirmed that it had no current plans to submit a planning application for a 
second runway in the absence of any supportive Government planning policy but 
would keep this under review if circumstances changed. 

• The Government is to undertake consultations on: o a draft National Policy 
Statement (NPS) for Heathrow which will be subject to a 16 weeks 
consultation (published on 2 February) 

o UK airspace policy (published on 2 February) which will also be subject to a 16 
weeks consultation. 

• GAL’s intention is to publish its submission to the draft NPS within 10 weeks of the 
publication of the consultation to assist others in formulating their response to the 
consultation. 

• GATCOM agreed to write to the Secretary of State for Transport to highlight issues of 
concern and matters that need to be addressed. GATCOM is particularly concerned 
about the shortfall in funding for the Gatwick Railway Station improvement scheme 
as recommended by the Airports Commission. The suggested response prepared by 
the Secretariat was agreed subject to the inclusion of reference to addressing the 
implications of carbon emissions quotas. 

• The DfT has set up an Airspace and Noise Engagement Group (ANEG) to maintain a 
formal channel of communication between the DfT and its external airspace and 
noise stakeholders and to discuss all aspects of national airspace and noise policy 
development. The Liaison Group of UK Airport Consultative Committees (UKACCs) 
has a seat on ANEG. GATCOM will feed in any views to UKACCs to raise at ANEG. 
The first meeting of ANEG took place on 24 January. 

 The CAA has set up a Community Discussion Forum to bring together community 
representatives from areas impacted by aviation across the UK. GATCOM is 
represented on this Forum by Alan Jones, GATCOM’s Lead Member for Noise. The 
first meeting of the Forum took place on 24 January when an overview of matters to 
be discussed was given. These included the development of detailed guidance to 

website: http://www.gact.org.uk/ 
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support the airspace change process, the review of the CAA’s Future Airspace 
Strategy and a review of the CAA’s role in noise management 

• GATCOM will consider its response to the Government’s consultations at its next 
meeting. 

CAR PARKING AT GATWICK 
• GAL presented an overview of its car parking strategy, parking products, capital 

investment and issues being addressed 
• GATCOM acknowledged GAL’s investment in car parks and its proactive approach to 

managing car parking demand at the airport. There was a careful balance that 
needed to be struck in providing car parking and encouraging passengers and staff 
to use public transport. 44% of passengers now used public transport to access the 
airport. GAL’s car parking capacity growth has exceeded growth in demand over the 
past few years. 

• GAL continues to engage with local planning authorities and an Interim Car Parking 
Strategy will be issued in February 2017. The full car parking strategy will be 
published alongside a revised Surface Access Strategy following a revision to the 
Airport Master Plan. 

• GAL’s Approved Operator Scheme had been cited as a model of best practice by the 
CAA and commended for use at other UK airports. 

• GATCOM remained concerned about the number of passengers and staff that parked 
in local roads to catch the bus or take a taxi to the airport. GAL acknowledged the 
problem and agreed to arrange a meeting with local councillors to discuss ways in 
which the problem could be addressed.

 GAL was asked to include wording on its website to discourage passengers from 
parking in local roads. 

GATWICK RELATED PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
Crawley Borough Council’s report on planning applications determined and outstanding 
in respect of Gatwick was noted. The need to discuss the screening proposals for the 
Hangar development with local residents was highlighted. More details are to be 
provided to Charlwood Parish Council and Mole Valley District Council. 
GATWICK GROWTH BOARD 
• GAL gave an update on the work of the Gatwick Growth Board (GGB). 
• The outcome of the GGB’s first study report into the economic impact of Gatwick 

Airport has been published. The report by concluded that Gatwick could support an 
extra 13,000 new jobs by 2025 with its existing single runway and lift its total 
contribution to the national economy to £6.5 billion if passenger numbers grow by 
around 20% from the current 43 million a year. Oxford Economics 

• GGB has now commissioned ARUP to do a study of road and rail connectivity later 
looking at the pinch points in the region’s road and rail networks. The Study Report 
is due to be issued Easter 2017. 

• GATCOM asked how passenger growth on the scale of that assumed in the Oxford 
Economics report could be achieved at Gatwick with a single runway and how the 
extra jobs could be resourced. GAL advised that further growth could be achieved by 
maximising the capacity in the shoulder periods, off peak times such as in the 
winter season as well as increased passenger loads and larger aircraft. As regards 
the jobs market, that had been identified as the next study topic. 

• The GGB will continue to engage with government departments and other key 
stakeholders such as the Coast to Capital LEP and local authorities. 

• GAL noted concerns that the GGB has not yet addressed the issue of the 
environmental consequences of further growth. 

PASSENGER ADVISORY GROUP (PAG) 
• The report from the Chairman of PAG was considered. 
• GATCOM endorsed PAG’s concerns about the significant funding gap for the 

Gatwick Railway Station redevelopment project and agreed to support GAL’s 
lobbying to the DfT. 

• GAL is working closely with airlines, handling agents and air traffic control 
providers to improve on-time departures performance (OTD). During the 
summer GAL achieved 60% its OTD performance target. The 40% shortfall was 
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in the main due to ground performance but also included late arrival of aircraft, 
airfield congestion and airspace restrictions. 

• PAG has reviewed with GAL the outcome of the CAA’s conclusions and 
recommendations in respect of the CAA’s review of issues affecting passengers’ 
access to UK airports. No major concerns for Gatwick were identified including 
the competitiveness of car parking car charges 

• PAG’s involvement in a wide range of consultations, projects and operational is 
noted. 

AIRBUS A320 NEO AIRCRAFT 
Captain Douglas Moule, Flight Operations, easyJet, gave an update on the new A320neo 
(new engine option) aircraft being introduced to easyJet’s fleet operating into Gatwick 
and the improvements these new aircraft bring in terms of reduced noise and 
emissions. The key points to note are: 
• EasyJet has an order for 130 A320neo aircraft 
• EasyJet will quickly become the largest single operator of the A320neo 
• The new fleet start to arrive from June 2017 and will operate from Gatwick 
• The neo aircraft are 50% quieter during the landing and take-off phases than current 

A320 aircraft 
• The A320neo aircraft produces 15% fuel burn reduction per seat than current A320s, 

improving to 20% in the next 3 years. 
An update was given on the A320 retro-fit programme of vortex generators (to 
eliminate the “whine” noise). Of the total 261 easyJet current fleet, 141 have already 
been retrofitted and 44 aircraft are already factory fitted. 76 remain to be retrofitted 
and its retrofit programme has been brought forward for completion by the end of 
2017. DfT 2015 Noise Exposure Contours for Gatwick 
The results of noise monitoring at Gatwick Airport for the summer period of 2015 were 
published by the DfT (DfT) in January 2017. The by the Environmental Research and 
Consultancy Department (ERCD) of the CAA is available on the DfT’s website. Noise 
contours for both day and night have been produced. The key conclusions are that 
there was: full report 
• An increase, day and night, in the areas of the outermost contours of noise 

attributable to Gatwick Airport, for both actual and standard contours. This results 
mainly from an increase in movements for daytime and night. 

• The increase in the population for the night contours is mostly caused by the change 
in modal shift bringing in populations that were outside the contour in 2014 and not 
due to an increase in number of night flights 

DFT CONSULTATION – NIGHT FLYING RESTRICTIONS AT HEATHROW, 
GATWICK AND STANSTED AIRPORTS 
The DfT gave a brief overview of the consultation proposals insofar as they relate to 
Gatwick Airport. The proposals include: 
• Replacing the three environmental objectives with a single objective 
• Setting a regime for a period of five years 
• A new QC0.125 category 
• All operations by quieter aircraft types counted towards the airport’s movement’s limit 
• Retaining the current movements limits 
• Reducing the noise quota for both the winter and summer seasons 
Community groups did not believe that the consultation adequately addressed the 
economic argument for night flights and were disappointed that there were no proposed 
reductions in the movement’s limits as it was the aircraft overflight events that caused 
disturbance. They were also disappointed that the DfT’s delay in publishing the 
consultation meant that the consultation period was now much reduced and allowed 
little time for the DfT to consider other suggestions that might come forward in 
response to the consultation. 
The airlines were still considering the implications of the proposed reduction in the 
noise quota. 
GATCOM considered its response to the consultation prepared by the Independent 
Technical Adviser which was based on GATCOM’s response to the DfT’s call for evidence 
on the review of the night flights regime and sought to balance to views of all 
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members. GATCOM agreed the suggested response and additional wording to address 
the concerns of the community groups.
NOISE MANAGEMENT BOARD 
• The unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of the Noise Management Board held on 15 

November were noted. 
• The progress report (as at 1 November) on the implementation of the actions from 

the Arrivals Review was noted. 
GAL has subsequently published first on taking forward the actions and 
recommendations from the Independent Arrivals Review. Annual progress report 
NOISE AND TRACK MONITORING ADVISORY GROUP (NATMAG) 
The unconfirmed minutes of the meeting of NATMAG held on 24 November 2016 and 
the key messages to GATCOM were noted as follows: 

• Departure routes - ANMAC will be invited to have more input in future airspace 
design as it has been over a year since it was last involved in airspace projects. 

• NATS are successfully working with their controllers to reduce aircraft vectoring 
from Route 4 over Horley and they will continue to work to minimise overflight 
in line with the AIP restrictions. 

• There are issues with the joining point amendment (Imm-10) as residents are not 
pleased with the result of the swathe widening. 

DFT CONSULTATION ON THE USE OF DRONES 
GATCOM agreed its response to the DfT’s consultation on the use of drones insofar 
as the proposals related to the flying of drones near airports. 
DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
Thursday 27 April 2017 at 2.00 p.m

This report is for noting 

Agenda item 8: RECENT CONSULTATIONS (Min 194 01.12.16)

Removal of selected BT phone boxes (submitted 03.01.17)

The East Grinstead Town Council wishes to make the below comment as to the 
consultation to remove BT phone boxes in the Mid Sussex Area
While we understand that the world is largely mobile phone dependant, there are occasions 
where signals are not good, batteries are running low or a phone is not available and the 
need for the public telephone box still remains.  We note that of the six in use in East 
Grinstead earmarked by this consultation 2 of them had no calls at all within the past 12 
months. It is therefore reasonable to recommend removing these, unless other uses such 
as mobile phone recharging units could be installed, while this may not generate much 
revenue for BT it could be a very useful service to the public whose phones need a quick 
power boost.  
We would also have little objection to the removal of the one at Newlands Crescent, 8 calls 
a year is not significant and should other boxes remain then there would be no hardship in 
removing this box.  However the remaining three (namely jcn with Herontye Drive and 
Lewes Road,  Jcn of Lingfield Road and Hermitage Rad and Jcn of Mill Way and Dunnings 
Road have a greater use (the latter two being in an area particularly where phone signals 
can be patchy), and should be retained.   These three are also spread around the outskirts 
of the town ensuring that a phone is available within a 30 minute walking distance.   
As all six of these are the clear plastic phone boxes circa 1980 the East Grinstead Town 

Council has no interest in adopting any of them for amenity purposes. We trust this is 
helpful and Mid Sussex will recommend that BT take a pragmatic approach to reducing but 
not removing all telephone boxes in the District.          

Nightlight restrictions at Gatwick, Heathrow and Stansted (submitted 27.02.17)
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East Grinstead is an historic town in West Sussex situated approximately 12 miles from 
Gatwick Airport to the East.  The town’s 28,500 population, are affected by thousands of 
easterly arrivals and departures, prompting complaints year round as to noise disturbance. 
During the summer with clearer skies and more holiday flights complaints rise especially 
when delayed flights land very late and the early take offs are before 6 am, disturbing sleep 
patterns for both young and elderly alike. 
Many residents work at Gatwick or associated airlines therefore relying on the airport for 
their livelihood.  East Grinstead is surrounded by designated areas of outstanding beauty in 
both the North Downs of Surrey to the north and the High Weald to the east and south.  
We are an area that benefits from tourism for both this rich natural beauty and historic 
attractions dating from the 1600’s.  Recently the restored Bluebell steam railway has 
opened a branch line to East Grinstead bringing more visitors to the town.
Infrastructure is wanting and the heavily used network of A, B and unclassified roads are 
often shortcuts for those travelling to Gatwick from East Sussex and Kent adding to 
commuter congestion. The Rail network is a northwards line to London with no direct links 
to the east of Gatwick despite the international station at Ashford and significant population 
in the garden of England. 
Regarding the specific consultation we are very disappointed that the current number of 
yearly night flights will remain unchanged at 14.450 - when this figure is significantly higher 
than Heathrow and also above those experienced at Stansted. It is interesting to note that 
unlike Heathrow and Stanstead; Gatwick has since the summer of 2014 reached its limit for 
summer night flights in each year. Prior to 2014 there were fewer than the maximum 
allowed flights.  Therefore increasing to and then maintaining night flights at the highest 
allowed levels during the summer months, while still falling significantly below the limits 
during the winter.  The limits should be absolute and exceeding these should not be 
allowed as a % trade off against the other season.      
We are equally disappointed that the noise quota for Gatwick will only be cut by 17 % and 
21 % in the winter and summer months respectively compared to 43 % and 50 % for 
Heathrow airport. Whilst we appreciate that Heathrow is to be expanded by the new runway
and Gatwick is not, Gatwick will still intend to expand within its parameters and significant 
extra disturbance will be the result to the many thousands of West Sussex homes affected.   
Like for like reductions in noise must be sought for all airports not just expanding Heathrow.        
More instruction should be given to Gatwick airline operators to upgrade their aircraft to the 
very quietest planes such as the new generation A 320 neo and the Boeing 737 MAX 
which would greatly assist noise reduction criteria. One of our regular complaints is the 
whine from the Airbus A320 on approach, should these become more frequent at night this 
will be unacceptable to our residents.
East Grinstead has consistently expressed concerns that repeated exposure to aircraft 

noise at night can disrupt sleep, leading to major health problems - such as insomnia,
stress and higher blood pressure and hamper school and learning performance.   
The government has the power to set restrictions on aircraft noise at night and this Council 
considers that Gatwick night flight numbers should be reduced and the noise quota 
reductions increased.

Both consultation responses were formulated with comments from the consultation group 
and circulated to all councillors in the weekly newsletter  

AGENDA ITEM 9: CAR PARKING:  Mid Sussex DC car park usage (Min 196 01-12-16)

Mid Sussex DC provide information to the parishes as to the usage of the pay and display 
car parks in their towns.  The figures represent the number of transactions. 

Period Analysis of Transactions 

Town Jan-17 Jan-16 Variance % Apr - Jan 
16/17

Apr – Jan 
15/16 Variance %
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EG 41,766 41,319 447 1 442,965 436,394 6,571 1.5

HH 53,848 55,172 -1,324 -2 595,791 581,919 13,872 2

BH 33,943 34,327 -384 -1 373,554 365,194 8,360 2

Total 129,557 130,818 -1,261 -1 1,412,310 1,383,507 28,803 2

Notes
 Overall year to date, car park transactions continue to sustain a 2% increase on the 

same period last year. East Grinstead shows a slightly lower 1.5% growth compared to 
last year with Haywards Heath & Burgess Hill showing 2% growth.

 However, during January 2017, there was an overall 1% decrease in transactions 
compared to the same period last year. Performance varied in each town with East 
Grinstead showing a 1% increase, Burgess Hill a 1% decrease and Haywards Heath a 
2% decrease. There are no obvious reasons for these patterns but the post-Christmas 
period is likely to be a contributing factor.

 January 2017 includes one non-charging day for the New Year’s Day Bank Holiday. 

Season Ticket Holders
Town Jan-17 Jan-16 Variance %

EG 111 101 10 10

HH 98 64 34 53

BH 123 101 22 22

Total 332 266 66 25

Notes
 The number of season ticket holders will fluctuate each month.
 During January there was a 25% increase in active season tickets compared to the 

same period last year. 
 MSDC are seeing a continued growth in demand for season tickets across all towns.

Cllr Wyan has additionally asked that the availability of car parking be drawn to the 
attention of the committee.  With many flats not providing car parking and new businesses 
in the town centre also relying on car parks there are concerns as to the overall availability 
and sustainability for both residents and businesses. West Sussex County Council have 
been reviewing off street parking and restricted many residential streets at the start of the 
day to dis-incentivise commuter parking, but this has likewise caused friction with residents 
who park on the street.  Having had the car park at the rear of the old Central Sussex
College building on Queens Road brought to our attention we are seeking communication 
with the owners to see if this can be temporarily made use of in the area for car parking.    

AGENDA ITEM 10: Availability of accommodation for the elderly in East Grinstead

The Committee are aware that packer close and dart court have been reviewed by Affinity 
Sutton who advised that Packer Close had structural problems meaning that it needed to 
be rebuilt and Dart Court was also needing to be modernised. We were told that they were 
no longer fit for purpose and were becoming more difficult to let.  We understand that some 
residents have said they did ask for accommodation at Dart Court but it was refused to 
them, we understand from Affinity Sutton (Clarion group), who were not able to comment 
on individual cases but said that it may be that the specific needs of the individual could not 
be met and they assured us that prior to making the decision to close the accommodation
and redevelop, there was no deliberate creation of vacancies. Affinity have told us that their 
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demand in the area is more for family homes and the two developments are to be 
redeveloped in to a mix (some elderly/ some single and some family homes). 
The Chairman and Clerk have written to Mid Sussex DC to ask about provision for the 
elderly in East Grinstead and have assured us that they are working with all new 
development to ensure that the demographic future need is being addressed.  They are not 
aware of any shortfall at this time that requires addressing any more so than other 
categories of housing.   
The Chairman has written to our MP who has also had letters sent from residents raising 
this concern and is suggesting that the Council undertake an open call for evidence from 
residents who are unable to find sheltered or supported accommodation in East Grinstead.   
This could go out on the website and other advertisement and seek evidence (not 
anecdotal) of lack of availability which should help to provide a basis to discuss further with 
MSDC, our MP and residents going forward.

Committee are asked to consider whether they would like a call for evidence to take place 
over the next few weeks by the Council staff.         

Agenda Item 11 Young Persons services – Outset youth

We have been advised that Outset youth are no longer including proactive services for all 
young people and services as their grants have been reduced. They will be restricted to 
NEET (Not in employment, education or training) young people from April.  
Our Youth Council co-ordinator Caroline Halpin was employed by Outset youth and has 
recently decided to leave them following this decision.  Caroline has approached the 
Council and asked whether we would be prepared to fund this work at 18 hours per week. 
She has suggested that we could roll the existing work for the youth worker at (paid 
separately at 10 hours per month) in to this new role.   
We would therefore be looking to find an additional 68 hours per month funding for a post. 
This would allow continued working with the schools and colleges with local youngsters 
encouraging them to get involved as a volunteer in the community and develop the living 
softer skills aside from academic achievement. 
Outset has advised that they are looking at a package that would continue to support the 
school work and volunteering, this is partly looking at funding and there is no guarantee.  
Work with the Age UK computer club is expected to continue under Outset. Therefore there 
is a risk that funding this work could lead to duplication.   
The Committee are also advised that this is not an identified priority for the council for 
2017/18 and therefore other than the youth council provision; there are no budgeted funds 
for this type of post.     
As a Public Authority the Council would have to draw up the job specification and advertise 
the post as it would be anti-competitive to recruit Caroline or anyone directly from an
approach.
To contract a worker for 18 hours per week we would need to fund an additional £1020 per 
month at a comparable rate of £15 per hour.  This is over £12,000 per year and has not 
been included in the Councils budget for 2017/18.  
The Council would have to decide whether to employ a member of staff or engage as a 
self-employed contractor.  Employing a staff member would add an approximate 30% to 
this to allow for on costs (NI/pensions/traininig etc).  
At this time if the Council wanted to fund this post it would only be possible by the calling 
back from reserves. 
If the Committee felt this was essential to take forward, an alternative could be that we 
make a bid to MSDC community development grants for this post to be covered in all or 
part for say one year to then evaluate and determine whether we feel the role is valuable. 
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This would need some specific measurables to be put in place for assessment for ongoing 
funding.
The provision of youth service by the Council has not been a priority listed by the Town 
Council, hence no budget. Youth Service at the County Council has reduced and 
organisations like outset stepped in. If the council felt this was an essential service we 
could look at supporting this but this will have a cost implication at least in the longer term. 
Regardless of the view of finding additional funding for extra hours, the Youth Council 
provision that Caroline co-ordinates, is not part of this, is paid for directly by this council and 
is not under threat to be removed.     

Committee are asked to consider whether they would wish to explore the option of taking 
on delivery of this service and how this would be funded. A recommendation to F and GP 
may be needed if the committee are minded to proceed immediately.         

Agenda Item 12: Report from the Community Liaison Officer 

Jonathan Ansley has moved to a new position of community liaison officer. His role 
includes liaison with the farmers market, the putting up of flags and the advertising banner 
permissions process, removal of small amounts of fly posting in the town centre.  He 
attends various meetings that were formally the responsibility of the Town Clerk (Think 
family / residents groups /police / pub watch etc.)  He is assisting the clerk with some 
literature to promote the dementia friendly community of East Grinstead, liaising with the 
community services officer for defects to be reported to County and District and helping to 
sell hanging baskets and promote the town activities. He is also going to keep the 
emergency resilience plans up to date once reviewed by the member working group. He 
liaises with the town promotions team, community services and also the clerk.   He reports 
to Tony Neale as this is a very different post to existing.
Since January, Jonathan has reported and liaised with the police sighting of a youth 
carrying a blade (which resulted in an arrest) and cannabis smoking where he is working 
with the police and the schools to see how we can help.   He is liaising with the District 
Council over concerns as to rats near the pond at moat road and the health of the pond at 
East Court. 
Jonathan has (after a little difficulty) re-established links with Pub Watch and will represent 
the council there.  He is also in discussion with the police about trying to reinvigorate shop 
watch, and will take that forward over the next few weeks and months. If the retailers in the 
town centre are not interested this will sadly fail, as happened when the police tried to set 
this up 3 years ago.      
He has also discussed the lack of emptying of some bins with the District Council and 
liaised with new businesses in the town to provide a connection to the Council, including 
the new professional Gym at St Lukes.  Jonathan is keeping very busy, he is a visible 
Council presence (he is not a shirt and tie office, but polo shirt and fleece – badged up as 
EGTC),  keeping the town tidy and liaising with the various authorities to deal with issues as 
well as working with community and business groups to develop a stronger bond between 
council and community.  

This is for noting by the committee.     

Agenda item 13: Dementia Friendly East Grinstead (Min 120 8.9.16)

The East Grinstead Dementia Action Alliance has agreed a new set of objectives for 2017, 
these include attendance at the May Fair, holding a forum and recruiting more 
organisations to join the alliance.  Waitrose have agreed to join the alliance and have 
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offered their staff room free of charge for dementia awareness sessions to be offered to 
the community. 
Haywards Heath DAA asked if the Mid Sussex Towns would like to take part in a Dementia 
day at Clair Hall on 16th May.  Sponsorship is being sought that for part of this day 
Dementia tours can be undertaken by key people from the 3 towns to gain a greater 
understanding of what living with Dementia can feel like.   Councillors are asked to support 
the day and publicise this within their networks, the East Grinstead tours are hopefully 
being sponsored by a local solicitors.  
In order to improve the presence of the EGDAA at events such as this, they are asking that 
the Council provide them with a couple of pop up banners and some leaflets to hand out at 
the May Fair and also the 16th May event to showcase services that are available in the 
town and area to support those living with dementia.   The pop ups and leaflets in total will 
be less than £250 and the pop ups should last for several seasons.  The Council do not 
provide any funding to the EGDAA (as they are not constituted as a fund handling group), 
Committee are asked to recommend to F &GP that this be met from community initiatives 
up to a maximum of £250.   There is sufficient current budget to meet this request.  The 
Town Council will be acknowledged by the inclusion of the logo on the pop ups and leaflets 
to show our support. 

Committee are asked to recommend commissioning the pop up and leaflets for EGDAA 
use to help encourage Dementia awareness and support, up to a maximum of £250 to be 
met from the community initiative budget   

Agenda item 14: West Sussex Fire and Rescue Service 

Mr Morris (a West Sussex resident) issues a regular newsletter called West Sussex Fire 
and Rescue Service, which is circulated to all parishes and onward to Councillors via the 
internal weekly newsletter
The claims in the most recent newsletter were headlined as follows: 

Another 18 minute delayed response to a Selsey fire
Initial safe response took over half an hour to reach Selsey
Cabinet Member misleads Council on Selsey fire
Poor Fire & Rescue Service accountability & scrutiny
Sussex Control Centre secret report
Did West Sussex County Council inspire President Trump?
West Sussex failing to comply with legal duties
Crewing Optimisation Group
West Sussex Response Targets below par & missed

I would emphasise that firefighters, control centre staff and support staff are all doing their very best 
to provide a good service to West Sussex residents. It is a travesty that West Sussex County Council 
is not giving them adequate support.

The Claims are so disturbing that the Clerk wrote to Chief Fire Officer Sean Ruth at WSCC 
to ask for a response to these.  You will recall that it is only just over a year that we had a 
presentation from the fire and rescue team at this committee.  To date, despite promises
that a response to our enquiry would be coming, no response has been received, one is 
expected before the committee and it is hoped that this can be tabled.   The Claims in the 
newsletter are quite outrageous, clearly they are written from a more sensationalist point of 
view, however if they are not refuted, it is difficult to determine that the fire and rescue team 
are adequately supporting the county. We are aware of the cuts that were introduced last 
year, we are also aware that East Grinstead has retained our fire station, although there is 
a move towards retained rather than full time firefighters in the watch.  No complaints have 
been received from the public, but if there are issues they should be addressed before an 
incident occurs.   
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At this point this is for information to committee and it is hoped that WSFRS are able to 
provide a response to our enquiry via WSCC shortly.    

Town Clerks report ends


